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rest of Germany; their exclusiveness and their pride gave
rise to bitter resentment elsewhere. In Henry IV's reign,
Saxony and the rest of Germany seem almost like two separate
kingdoms, and against Saxony Henry could usually depend
on assistance from southern Germany, at first even from the
dukes. But in their case the assistance was only given to
humiliate the Saxons ; his mistake was in regarding it as a
proof of their acquiescence in royal authority over them-
selves.
Henry was, like his predecessors, filled with a deep sense ^ policy
of his high office. He was determined to recover all that
they had held, much of which had been lost during his
minority, so that he naturally considered he was recovering
what was his by right. The summit, therefore, of his ambi-
tion was the imperial crown, with the Pope .as his subject;
in fact, to stand again as his father had stood in 1046. Wisely
he put that aside for the time and concentrated on Germany,
with the recovery of the full possession of the royal domain
as his first objective. The most important part of this was
in East Saxony, and here it had been particularly encroached
upon. His plan was to build castles to protect it from
further encroachment and to ensure that the due services
were rendered from it. It was a bold move for the young
king to do what must appear to the neighbouring nobles as
a threat to their independence. Possibly this was not unin-
tentional ; he had not forgotten the part some of them had
played in his abduction by Anno in 1062. At any rate, the
downfall of one of the chief participants in that outrage is
the event from which the subsequent development to civil
war may logically be traced.
In 1070 a charge of treason (whether with Henry's con- **evolt^of
nivance or not is unknown) was brought against Otto ofBa^a°iaand
Nordheim, duke of Bavaria.    Otto disdained to meet his Magnus
low-born accuser in trial by battle and was condemned byBmuns
his Saxon peers to the loss of his possessions;   obviously
Saxony as a whole was not yet awake to the possibility of
danger from the king.    The duchy of Bavaria was given to
Welf (IV), who had succeeded to the Suabian estates of his
uncle and was heir too to the Italian estates of his father,
the marquis of Este.    The appointment, a most unfortunate
one for the king, was made at the instigation of duke Rudolf

